RM Tablet
Mobilize Your Wait Staff and Boost Your Bottom Line with the
RM Tablet Mobile Order Entry and Payment App
The time consuming process of writing down an order and walking to a POS Station to enter it becomes obsolete
when servers are equipped with the RM Tablet on an iPad or iPad Mini. Allow servers to take orders and process
payments on the RM Tablet, and watch how efficiently they can work to boost your bottom line. Whether you serve
customers in a full service restaurant, bar, nightclub, or in a mobile food truck, the RM Tablet can increase your
sales, enhance the productivity of your servers, and ultimately increase customer satisfaction.

Business Need/Goal

How RM Tablet Helps

Easy User Interface

Take advantage of the larger tablet screen display with
detailed item descriptions, hi-res images, and a keyword
search function. Also provides easy access to real-time alerts.

Faster Service

Designed specifically for table service restaurants, RM Tablet
increases service speed and accuracy with mobile order entry
and tableside payments with credit cards.
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Increased Table Turns

When orders are taken and served more quickly, the customer
spends less time at the table and payments can be processed
right at the tableside adding to the server’s efficiency.

Fewer Missed Sales

Servers no longer have to enter orders at a POS station giving
them more time on the floor, to suggest other menu items to
customers and increase sales.

Less Training Time

With an easy and familiar UI, servers can operate the RM
Tablet with very little training time needed.

Mobile Benefits of RM Tablet
Restaurants can take advantage of the mobile benefits of RM Tablet such as tableside order-taking and tableside
payment to increase revenue and cut costs. With tableside order-taking, servers can send orders to prep printers
before they even finish taking an order, which eliminates the need for re-entering orders at a POS station. Using
tableside payment eliminates the need for pre-authorizations and closing adjustments, so you only incur one
transaction fee. It also reduces fraud since the customer retains sight of their card at all times, eliminating the
opportunity for identity theft and skimming.
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RM Tablet

RM Tablet on the iPad

Take advantage of the larger screen
displays with no abbreviations
and detailed item views with hiresolution images on the iPad.
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Pay-at-the-Table

RM Tablet’s tableside payment processing
speeds table turns and shows you care about
data security.

Restaurant Manager Tips
1. Capitalize now on the iPad / Tablet POS demands with RM Tablet’s multiple device options (iPad,
iPad Mini, multiple MSRs) and easy integration with other Restaurant Manager mobility soluitons
such as RM Monitor.
2. RM Tablet works best with a solid wireless network (WiFi Hotsopt, 3g / 4g) and Windows 7 Pro
or higher as a server.

